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ABSTRACT

The experimental technique of centrifuge modellIng has been used 

to elucidate patterns of total strain and progressive deformation 

associated with troughs that form by gravitational subsidence of a 

dense cover into a less-dense basement. Model structures are 

analogous to synclines found between mantled gneiss domes, and the 

models provide data with which to test the hypothesis that Archean 

greenstone belts are products of vertical gravity tectonics*

Experimental results include the following: 1) strain within the 

main body of subsiding belts is dominated by strong horizontal 

contraction and vertical extension* In natural structures this strain 

pattern would produce vertical foliations and steeply-plunging mineral 

lineations. 2) Within cover units near trough margins the flattening 

plane trends parallel with or at a low angle to the cover-basement 

interface at all levels In the trough. 3) Patterns of strain within 

subsiding troughs, at least as expressed in surface deformation, 

reflect the geometry of the cover-basement interface at depth* Flow 

within the cover units converges towards points of maximum trough 

subsidence to produce local vertical prolate strain. Deformation 

above trough saddles is characterized by vertical oblate strain. 4) 

Horizontal shortening within a subsiding, stratified cover sequence 

produces early folds with horizontal axes and steep axial surfaces. 

Where the stratified sequence forms a relatively low-density unit 

within the cover, folds and thrusts verge consistently away from the 

trough axis. Continued subsidence and horizontal contraction tends to 

rotate initially shallowly dipping structures into steeply dipping 

attitudes.
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INTRODUCTION

Gravity has long been proposed as a fundamental agent in the 

formation of structures such as salt domes, mantled gneiss domes and 

Archean greenstone belts (Wegmann, 1930; Eskola, 1949; MacGregor, 

1951; Bucher, 1956). That gravity is theoretically viable as a 

driving mechanism has been confirmed by a number of numerical and 

experimental model studies (e.g. Nettleton, 1943; Danes', 1964; Biot 

and Ode, 1965; Ramberg, 1967, 1968; Fletcher, 1972; Berner et al., 

1972). Since Ramberg first applied the technique of centrifuge 

modelling* to the study of gravity tectonics a few papers have examined 

the details of strain distribution within gravity-driven structures 

(Dixon, 1975; Schwerdtner and Troeng, 1978; Schwerdtner et al., 

1978). In all of these theoretical and experimental studies there has 

been a strong emphasis on the structural evolution of the rising 

portion of the gravitationally unstable system; the subsiding 

elements have been largely ignored. This imbalance is reflected in 

the range of topics covered at a recent Tectonic Studies Group meeting 

in Leeds (Coward, 1981), which included among a total of 17 papers 

only one that focussed on subsiding elements.

In this paper we present the results of an experimental model 

study of the patterns of total and incremental strain in subsiding 

troughs that form between buoyantly rising domes or anticlines. These 

experimental results are relevant to the synclines that are found 

between mantled gneiss domes (e.g. Thompson et al., 1968; Brun et 

al., 1981) and possibly to Archean greenstone belts; indeed the 

experimental data provide a basis on which to test the hypothesis that
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greenstone belts are the result of gravitational subsidence.

ARCHEAN GREENSTONE BELTS

Continental cratons of Archean age (e.g. the Superior and Slave 

Provinces of the Canadian Shield, the Pilbara and Yilgarn blocks of 

Australia, and the Rhodesian and Kaapvaal cratons of Africa) are 

characterized by linear, branching greenstone belts surrounded by 

granitoid gneisses and intruded by granitic plutons. A wide range of 

hypotheses has been proposed in the literature for the crustal 

framework in which Archean greenstone belts Initially accumulated and 

were subsequently deformed. Recent reviews of these conceptual models 

have been given by Windley (1977) and Glikson (1979). Many of these 

models differ fundamentally in their assumptions concerning the 

configuration of the crust during- greenstone belt evolution and the 

tectonic processes which were responsible for the deformation of the 

belts. Deformation has been attributed, for example, both to vertical 

gravity-driven tectonics (e.g. Glikson, 1971, 1972; Anhaeusser, 

1973; Schwerdtner et al., 1979; Mareschal and West, 1980) and to 

predominantly horizontal tectonics associated with Archean plate 

tectonics (e.g-. Burke et al., 1976; Windley, 1977).

One objective of the research reported in this paper is to test 

the particular hypothesis that the greenstone belts represent zones of 

local subsidence of an originally widely extensive sheet of volcanic 

and sedimentary rocks that were deposited on a pre-existing-granitoid 

"basement". This test is conducted by applying the technique of 

experimental centrifuge modelling- to determine the patterns of total 

and incremental strain (i.e. the geometry and kinematics) that result
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from vertical gravity tectonics, in order that these may be compared 

to structural data from natural belts. If the natural patterns of

tectonite fabric elements and their local overprinting relationships, 

as well as the mesoscopic and macroscopic structural patterns, are 

comparable to the experimentally deduced patterns, then the hypothesis 

of gravity-driven tectonics would be supported. We have made direct 

comparisons to selected natural examples. However, suitably detailed 

structural data reported in the literature are sparse and/or difficult 

to interpret. We hope that presentation of our experimental data will 

provoke comparisons with natural structures by field geologists, and 

perhaps lead to the gathering and dissemination of more of the 

critical structural data that will allow the hypothesis of gravity 

tectonics to be adequately tested.

Our model studies do not unequivocally confirm the hypothesis that 

Archean greenstone belts result solely from vertical gravity 

tectonics; indeed a number of structural relationships reported in 

the literature appear to be incompatible with this hypothesis. One 

significant point of incompatibility is that some greenstone troughs 

appear on geophysical grounds to extend only to relatively shallow 

crustal depths, in spite of the steeply dipping attitudes of primary 

stratification and secondary structures within the central regions of 

the belts (Grant et al., 1965; Darracott, 1975; Dusanowskyj and 

West, 1976). A second point is the occurrence of apparently 

large-scale overturned panels of supracrustal rocks that face downward 

and outward toward the bordering basement gneisses (e.g. Coward et 

al., 1976; Poulsen et al., 1980). These relationships suggest that, 

at worst, greenstone belts are entirely products of tectonic processes
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other than gravity tectonics; at best, some greenstone belts have a 

history that may involve gravity tectonics but is in general 

complicated by other tectonic phenomena.

It should be emphasized that the models we describe have been 

designed to elucidate the general geometric and kinematic properties 

of gravitational subsidence, rather than to reproduce specific 

greenstone belts. Furthermore, we have examined only the deformation 

patterns associated with gravitational subsidence; in Nature this 

tectonism in the general case both overprints and is overprinted by 

other deformational events. Thus, natural structural patterns are 

significantly more complex than those described here, and the effects 

of these several deformations must be deconvolved before they can be 

compared to the experimental results.

The basic theme of published hypotheses which invoke vertical 

tectonics for the formation of greenstone belts is that deformation 

involved the subsidence of supracrustal greenstone sequences, due to 

their relatively high average density, and the synchronous diapiric 

rise of adjacent granitoid batholiths or domes to produce the current 

pattern of ovoid tonalitic gneiss domes and intervening pinched-in 

synclines of greenstone. There are many variants amongst those models 

which have been proposed involving vertical gravity tectonics. 

Fundamental problems concern the nature and location of the source 

layer for the tonalitic gneiss domes and the mechanism of emplacement 

of the domes. Glikson (1972) has suggested that the ultramafic - 

mafic rocks at the base of the greenstones represent a 'primitive' or 

'once extensive' simatic crust. In this model, the tonalitic gneiss 

domes are assumed to result from partial melting at the base of this
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crust and the subsequent intrusion of the melt as batholiths into the 

overlying' greenstones. In contrast, Gorman et al. (1978), Gee 

(1979), and Mareschal and West (1980), among others, have proposed 

that the greenstone sequences accumulated on a widespread sialic crust 

which was later reactivated, possibly by elevation of crustal 

temperature, into diapiric domes.

Schwerdtner et al. (1979) have pointed out an apparent paradox 

concerning the contact relationship between basal greenstones and 

tonal itle gneisses in the Superior Province. In their view this 

contact is intrusive, implying the intrusion of tonalitic magma. 

However, tectonic fabrics produced within the tonalites during the 

main phase of diapirism indicate that diapirism occurred when the 

tonalites were in the solid state and that there was a 'negligeable' 

ductility contrast between tonalite and adjacent greenstone during 

this event. Schwerdtner et al. attempt to resolve this paradox by 

assuming a two stage process involving the initial intrusion and 

consolidation of extensive tabular batholiths of tonalite beneath a 

pre-existing greenstone cover and the subsequent reactivation and 

solid state diapirism of the tonalite.

The approach adopted in the experimental work has been to keep the 

design of models as simple as possible in order to establish basic 

patterns of deformation which would result from gravity tectonics 

Imposed on geometrically simple systems which incorporate an unstable, 

inverse density stratification. The models were made up from a 

relatively thin, relatively dense upper layer representing a uniform, 

extensive greenstone blanket and a thicker, lighter substrate which 

acts as a source layer for buoyant domes. This substrate played the
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role either of a sialic basement to the greenstones or the 

sub-greenstone tonal itic batholiths that have been proposed in the 

model of Schwerdtner et al. (1979). The configuration of these 

models is shown schematically in Figure 1.

THE EXPERIMENTS

The theory of scale models, particularly as applied to centrifuged 

models of large-scale tectonic processes, has been described in detail 

by H. Ramberg (1967). A centrifuge is essential for the similation of 

most types of large-scale tectonic process in order that controlled 

experiments constructed from relatively "stiff" model materials can be 

run. The Experimental Tectonics Laboratory at Queen's University is 

equipped with a large centrifuge which is capable of subjecting models 

measuring 12.5 x 7.5 x 5 cm to accelerations as high as 20,000 g. The 

characteristics of the centrifuge and descriptions of some new 

techniques of model construction and strain monitoring that we have 

developed are reported elsewhere (Dixon and Summers, in review). 

Preliminary results of the experiments described here have been 

reported in Ontario Geological Survey publications (Dixon and Summers, 

1980, 1981).

The principal modelling material chosen for this study is sllicone 

putty, a visco-elastic material which, over the range of strain rates 

relevant to the experiments (10 to 10 sec ) approximates
 0

power-law rheology with n Z 7   2. At higher strain rates (10 to 

10 sec' ) the power-law relationship appears to break down and the 

material tends toward linear behavior. The results of our rheological 

tests on silicone putty are presented in Dixon and Summers (in
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review).

The first experiments carried out involved simple two-layer models 

constructed using uniform, isotropic sheets of silicone putty. Two 

types of experiments were run. In the first, the upper dense layer 

was locally thickened to form parallel cylindrical troughs as 

illustrated in Figure 1. The troughs were designed to act as 

controlled initiators for the subsidence of the dense cover sequence 

represented by this layer and to ensure that deformation was 

approximately plane strain in the xy profile plane of the model. In 

the second type, no attempt was made to localise doming or subsidence 

so that structures evolved naturally from an initially planar 

interface.

Following the observations of Schwerdtner et al. (1979) on 

natural structures, no ductility contrast between cover and basement 

was built into these models. In all experiments both upper layer and 

substrate were constructed from the same grade of silicone putty and a 

geologically realistic density contrast of 1.07:1 (cover:basement) was 

achieved by addition of finely powdered barium sulphate to the surface 

layer. The thickness ratio between surface and base layers is 1:5.

These simple two-layer models were designed to study, in detail, 

the progressive evolution of strain patterns resulting- from the 

gravitational subsidence of a relatively dense sheet into a buoyant 

basement. Progressive strain development on the upper, free surface 

of the models was monitored by the use of a l mm orthogonal grid 

printed on this surface (Dixon and Summers, in review). Strain within 

the structural profile plane of models incorporating trough initiators 

(xy plane, Figure 1) was analyzed using a technique developed by Dixon
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(1974, 1975).

In another series of experiments the simulated greenstones were 

constructed, in whole or in part, as a multilayer built up from 

regular alternations relatively competent and incompetent laminae. 

These laminations were introduced into the experiments in order to 

simulate the presence and effect of a mechanically active 

stratification within a natural volcano-sedimentary pile. The models 

demonstrate the geometry and vergence of fold structures that might be 

expected to be developed during the gravitational subsidence of such a 

stratified sequence.

DEFORMATION PATTERNS WITHIN MODELS CONTAINING CYLINDRICAL

TROUGH INITIATORS.

a) Surface deformation

Four stages in the progresive evolution of surface deformation of 

a model seeded with trough initiators are shown in Figure 2. The 

deformation of the surface grid clearly illustrates the control of the 

two parallel initiators (Figure 1) on the subsidence of the dense 

upper layer. In order to avoid disturbing the deformation no attempt 

was made to section the model between Individual stages in the course 

of this experiment. However, by compiling information gained from 

other, identical models, a series of profile sections, normal to the 

axis of the belt labelled l in Fig. 2, has been constructed to 

illustrate the approximate evolution of this belt in profile (Figure 

3).

The subsiding troughs evolved progressively into an inverted 

"mushroom" shape in profile and can be likened to inverted diapirs.
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Deformation of the passive surface grid shows that large horizontal 

displacements occurred within the dense surface layer as material 

migrated towards the subsiding troughs from regions overlying the 

adjacent broad basement domes. Computer analysis of digitised 

information from surface grids has been used to obtain a large amount 

of data detailing surface strain evolution of this and other models. 

Figure 4 shows one method of representing these data. This figure is 

a contoured plot of the variation in vertical strain, normal to the 

model surface, at the stage of trough subsidence illustrated in Fig. 

2c. Surface deformation can be divided into two belts of vertical 

extension ((1+ e) > 1), lying over the subsiding troughs, and 

intervening regions of vertical contraction ((1+ e ) *c 1) indicating 

areas where the cover sheet has thinned above the basement domes.

Displacement of surface material occurred principally in a 

direction normal to the trough axes and resulted in the accumulation 

of significant horizontal shortening within the surface core of the 

subsiding troughs. Figure 5 illustrates the variation of strain along 

profile x-y across trough l of model A, stage VII (see also Fig. 2c). 

At this stage of deformation, horizontal shortening approaching 95JL 

has developed perpendicular to the trough axis (Fig. 5a). During the 

latest stages of the model deformation (Fig. 2d) it was no longer 

possible to monitor strain within the core of the troughs because 

surface material was actually removed, having been drawn down into the 

body of the model.

The intensity of total strain, as measured by the natural 

octahedral unit shear (Coward and James, 1974),
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— l /TS T? \~ l /rf T7 \~ l /T? — l? \~ l *l **l

(where E. - log (l + e.), etc.)* varies along profile x-y as shown in 

Figure 5c. The strain intensity is highest in the centre of the 

trough, and the intensity profile exhibits two regions of low bulk 

finite strain on the flanks of the trough. These minima reflect the 

transition from vertical flattening above the basement domes to 

vertical stretching within the subsiding trough. Although the 

material in these regions exhibits relatively low strain intensity at 

this stage of the deformation, this is not to say that this material 

has a history of low strain intensity throughout the evolution of the 

structure. Rather, analysis of surface deformation reveals locally 

complex histories of progressive strain affecting material elements 

which initially undergo horizontal extension above basement domes and 

are subsequently affected by a horizontal contraction as the elements 

migrate into regions overlying the subsiding troughs. Figure 6 

illustrates three stages in the evolution of the surface grid along 

proifle x-y of model AS. Two l mm elements which are Initially 

located just outside the limits of the seeded trough (indicated by a 

star and an asterisk on Fig. 2 and Fig. 6) migrate into the trough as 

it subsides. The progressive development of finite strain within 

these elements is shown in Figure 7 by plotting the change in 

horizontal strain magnitude, measured normal to the trough axis. 

Deformation involved an early horizontal extension associated with the 

location of these surface elements above the shoulders of a growing 

basement dome. Subsequently, there was reversal in the direction of 

the incremental strain axes such that what had been a direction of
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finite extension became one of incremental contraction. As a result 

the initial extensive strain was removed and the elements were then 

subjected to a finite contraction normal to the trough axes. This 

progressive deformation history could lead to the the type of fabric 

overprinting illustrated schematically in the inset sketches included 

in Fig. 7 with the initial development of a horizontal tectonic 

foliation and the subsequent buckling of this foliation about vertical 

axial planes.

b) Development of strain in profile section.

Figure 8 shows the variation in strain magnitude and orientation 

within the profile section of a model (A18) at an early stage of 

trough subsidence. This strain field was determined using the method 

of superposition of deformed laminations developed by Dixon (1974, 

1975). Local strain is shown by plotting the axes of the profile 

strain ellipse. This profile section includes approximately 3500 

strain determinations.

Strain within the central region of the subsiding troughs involves 

a vertical extension throught the whole thickness of the trough. 

Vertical extension is maximum at the surface, decreases with depth and 

gives way to horizontal extension in the basement at or just below the 

base of the subsiding surface layer.

On the flanks of the broad basement domes, the axes of maximum 

extension are inclined towards the trough axis. This orientation is 

consistent with the expected attitudes of axial planes of "cascading" 

folds that are typical of the flank regions of gravity-driven domes 

(e.g. Dixon, 1975). Note, however, that this trough-verging attitude 

is restricted to the basal portions of the cover unit, near the
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shoulders of the flanking domes. Furthermore, the diachronous nature 

of the strain associated with movement of the cover into the subsiding 

trough is likely to reduce the chance of preservation of these 

cascading structures: they will tend to be formed as overprinted 

structures on rocks initially deformed above the domes, and they will 

themselves be overprinted as they subside within the trough.

Profile strain variation at a more advanced stage of deformation 

is illustrated in Fig. 9 taken from a second model (A17) with an 

initial geometry and physical properties that were identical to those 

of model A18, discussed above. A significant feature of this mature 

deformation pattern is the concentration of very high magnitudes of 

vertical extension in a narrow, deep wedge straddling the axial plane 

of the trough. Strain concentration in the core of the structure is 

brought out in a series of sketches which show the detailed lateral 

variation in strain magnitude and orientation across three horizontal 

traces drawn at a high (XX'), intermediate (YY') and low level (ZZ'). 

Figure 9 may be taken as a cleavage profile section. In the 

equivalent natural structure the tectonite fabric elements would 

include a dominantly steeply dipping foliation which strikes parallel 

to the trough axis and contains a steeply plunging stretching 

lineation.

Anhaeusser et al. (1969) note that many of the large folds 

developed in greenstone belts are synformal and are often separated 

from adjacent synforms by a dislocation rather than a complementary 

antiform. These anastomosing- dislocations, ductile faults or 

"tectonic slides" often bear evidence of vertical movement, or at 

least vertical stretching. They may be the natural equivalent in
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laminated, anisotropic rocks whose layering^ has been rotated into a 

steeply-dipping attitude, to the single high-strain zone developed in 

the cores of model greenstone belts constructed of homogeneous 

isotropic materials (e.g. Fig. 9). Models with anisotropic, layered 

cover units develop axial dislocations that more closely resemble the 

natural prototypes (see below).

The pattern of deformation seen in Figure 9 clearly does not 

represent a simple, uniform vertical extension imposed upon a body of 

material drawn down to depth. More accurately, the dense surface 

layer has behaved almost like an extensible conveyor belt, rolling 

into the subsiding trough off the flanking basement domes and 

producing strong vertical extension within a narrow band of material 

trapped within the pinched core of the resulting downfold.

DEFORMATION PATTERNS WITHIN MODELS WITH NO INITIATORS.

Model A7 (Fig. 10) provides an interesting example of a 

deformation pattern developed within a simple, two layer model in 

which no attempt was made to control subsidence or doming. Apart from 

the critical absence of trough initiators, the initial geometry and 

physical properties of this model were essentially the same as those 

of models A3 , A17 and A18, described previously.

Fig. 10 shows the final state of deformation of model A7 as 

expressed by the passive surface grid. Subsidence of the dense, 

uniform upper layer occurred initially within a broadly canoe shaped 

trough aligned along the centre of the model. At a later stage in the 

experiment, however, two sites of preferential subsidence developed at 

either end of this trough. These can be recognised in a series of
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parallel, vertical sections cut normal to the trough axis (Figure 11). 

The depth of the trough has a distinct maximum towards the right end 

(section 5) with a secondary maximum towards the left (section 12). 

These maxima can be considered as inverse equivalents to the 

culminations on diapiric ridges, produced experimentally by Nettleton 

(1943) and Ramberg (1967), and found in nature in, for example, the 

salt dome province of N.W. Germany and the North Sea (Trusheim, 1957).

The development of this non-cylindrical geometry of the trough at 

depth is clearly reflected by variation in the flow pattern of surface 

material as expressed by the deformation of the surface grid. Figure 

12a shows the pattern of vertical strain, normal to the model surface, 

calculated from the grid. The location of the trough is represented 

on the model surface by an enclosed region of vertical extension ((l 4- 

e ) > 1). Within this area, vertical extension reaches a maximum in 

two zones which overly the sites of greatest trough subsidence. 

Movement of surface material both off the basement highs surrounding 

the trough and along the trough axis itself has converged towards 

these points of maximum subsidence.

The variation in the shape of the surface strain ellipsoid also 

reflects control of the trough geometry at depth on the surface 

deformation pattern. This is demonstrated in Fig. 12b, which shows 

the orientations and magnitudes of horizontal strain axes, and 

indicates also the shape and orientation of surface strain ellipsoids. 

The pattern is also shown schematically in Fig. 12c. The 'k' value 

(FIinn, 1965) is an index of the relative prolateness or oblateness of 

the local strain ellipsoid. Total strain above the points of maximum 

subsidence is prolate (k > 1; "cigar" shaped ellipsoid) and results
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from a contraction along all directions in the model surface with a 

corresponding strong vertical extension normal to this surface. In 

the area lying above the trough, these two zones of prolate strain are 

surrounded by a region of oblate deformation (k *c 1; "pancake" shaped 

ellipsoid) in which surface deformation involves extension in all 

directions in a vertical plane and a maximum contraction normal to 

this plane.

Although the pattern of total strain deduced in this way does 

reflect some of the major aspects of the deformation pattern in the 

trough, it does not reveal all of the kinematic details. It is more 

instructive to examine the incremental strain history, as this has the 

potential to allow prediction of the overprinting relationships that 

would result in a dynamically recrystallizing rock.

A distinctive kinematic pattern is associated with subsiding 

troughs that begin with a quasi-cylindrical form and subsequently 

develop sites of preferential subsidence. In the early stages of 

trough subsidence (Fig. 13a) the strain pattern at a high level 

within the sinking layer can approximate plane strain, with maximum 

extension (l 4- e.) vertical, and maximum contraction (l + e.) 

horizontal and normal to the trough axis. The corresponding tectonite 

fabric that would be expected to form in a dynamically recrystallizing 

rock would be of L-S type, with the foliation (S) approximately axial 

planar to the trough, and the lineation (L) plunging steeply down the 

dip of the foliation. This is the pattern described above (models 

with trough initiators).

At a later stage (Fig. 13b) when the zones of preferential 

subsidence are developing, the incremental strain in the axial region
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of the trough varies from point to point. Above the saddle regions 

between sites of preferential subsidence, the late-stage incremental 

strain is oblate with maximum contraction again horizontal and 

approximately normal to the trough axis. This oblate strain could 

involve both vertical stretching, due to continued subsidence of the 

saddle region of the trough, and horizontal stretching, along the 

trough axis, reflecting movement of material towards the zone of 

maximum subsidence. This oblate incremental strain, superimposed upon 

the early-formed axial folation, could result in an accentuation of 

the planar fabric. In contrast, above the sites of maximum subsidence 

the incremental strain is prolate, with maximum extension vertical. 

This incremental strain superimposed upon the tectonite that formed at 

the early stage could result in a steeply-plunging to vertical 

crenulation of the early steep foliation. A gradual transition, from 

accentuated steep foliation above the saddle to vertically crenulated 

foliation within the sinks, would be expected.

A study of the mantled gneiss domes of Kuopio, Finland, by Brun et 

al. (1981) has provided the best evidence yet available on the 

patterns of total and incremental strain associated with deformation 

in subsiding troughs. In the Kuopio district the Carelian cover 

sequence of peletic and mafic metamorphic rocks is pinched into tight 

synclines between a complex array of Archean basement domes. Within 

synclines between two domes the fabric pattern associated with the 

doming is relatively simple: a steeply dipping foliation, 

sub-parallel to the basement-cover interface, contains a steeply 

plunging lineation. These fabric elements reflect incremental and 

total bulk strain with k < l (plane strain or oblate strain). In
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contrast, at points surrounded by three or more domes (points 

equivalent to the sites of preferential subsidence in Model A7), the 

fabric pattern reflects a late increment of constrictional strain 

superimposed on an early phase of flattening. Evidence for this 

two-stage deformation is as follows: the early flattening caused the 

formation of cleavage and double boudinage; later, shortening within 

the cleavage plane was responsible for folding the boudinage structure 

and the opening of cleavage and formation of segregation pods. The 

principal axis of the constrictional strain increment plunges steeply. 

Brun et al. (1981) also document the horizontal transfer of cover 

material, within interdome synclines, from regions near basement 

bosses toward basement dimples. This horizontal component of flow 

gave rise to steeply plunging minor folds whose sense of asymmetry 

reflects the flow direction. This pattern is identical to that 

observed in model A7, where cover material flowed from the saddle 

region (which corresponds to a zone between opposing basement bosses) 

to the sites of preferential subsidence (see Fig. 13).

STRUCTURES DEVELOPED IN MODELS WITH A STRATIFIED SURFACE LAYER

Models run during the first phase of the research were constructed 

with similar flow strengths but contrasting densities. In a later 

series of experiments, represented in Figs. 14-16, a mechanically 

active layering was introduced into the simulated supracrustal sheet 

in order to study patterns of fold development which might be produced 

within a stratified volcano-sedimentary pile through gravitational 

subsidence. In these models, horizontal stratification is represented 

by fine, regular alternations of competent (Flasticene, a registered
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trade mark of Harbutt's,Ltd.) and incompetent (plasticene/silicone 

putty mix) laminae. The method of preparation of this finely 

laminated multilayer is described elsewhere (Dixon and Summers, in 

review). Necessarily this regular layering is a gross 

oversimplification of the vertical and horizontal lithological 

variations which would likely be present in a natural supracrustal 

sequence.

Fig. 14 illustrates four examples of structures produced in these 

experiments, shown in profile section, normal to the axes of the 

sinking troughs. In each case, subsidence was localised by the use of 

trough initiators of the type illustrated in Fig. l and fold 

structures seen in profile are developed with axes normal to the plane 

of the figure. Details of the densities and initial thicknesses of 

the main units incorporated into the models are given in the figure 

caption. Densities assigned to the multilayered units represent mean 

densities measured for each unit as a whole.

Differences between the trough geometries and internal structures

developed in these models reflect differences in initial density 

stratification. In experiment B3 (Fig. 14a) the simulated 

supracrustal sequence was laminated througout (unit a) and had a 

higher mean density than the underlying, isotropic basement. Thus the 

laminated unit was in a gravitationally unstable position with respect 

to the basement and was actively involved in subsidence. Fold 

structures developed within the core of the trough reflect the 

horizontal contraction and strong vertical extension noted in the 

strain patterns developed in isotropic materials. Folds are angular, 

tight to isoclinal, with vertical axial surfaces and horizontal fold
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axes. The basement-cover interface is characterised by extension 

along the plane of this contact at all levels within the main 

structure, as seen in contact-parallel disruption or boudinage of 

competent laminae. Horizontal extension of competent laminae in 

regions flanking the subsiding trough had the effect of weakening the 

surface multi-layer. As a result, forceful emplacement of buoyant 

basement material became localised along these weakened zones.

In contrast to model B3, the simulated supracrustal sequences in 

model B4 (Fig. 14b and c) and model B8 (Fig. 14d) were formed from 

two layers, a relatively light, multilayered upper sheet and a 

relatively dense, isotropic lower sheet. This sequence was, in turn, 

underlain by a thick isotropic basement with a density which was 

intermediate between the densities of the two units making up the 

supracrustals. This initial configuration could be taken as a crude 

approximation for a natural situation involving a supracrustal 

sequence dominated at a high level by relatively light, stratified 

sedimentary material and at low levels by relatively dense volcanics.

Structures developed within the multilayered surface sheet 

resulted from the progressive drawdown of the dense intermediate layer 

into the subsiding trough. The main body of the multilayer remained 

at a high structural level because of its low mean density. Folds 

range from upright structures along the trough axis to overturned 

structures near the margins of the trough and axial planes fan 

symmetrically away from the core of the trough. With the exception of 

structures along the trough axis, folds verge consistently away from 

the axis. Locally, fracturing of the tightly folded hinge zones of 

competent laminae has occurred. In some places it is possible to
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recognise small thrust displacements along these dislocations with a 

sense of upper plate movement away from the trough.

It should be noted that the sense of fold vergence developed in 

each of the models illustrated in Fig. 14 is opposite to that 

suggested in a conceptual model of gravity-driven greenstone belt 

deformation by Gorman et al (1978). The limited evidence for thrust 

displacement in model B8 is also opposite in sense to that suggested 

by these authors. This contrast is significant, as the model of 

Gorman et al. has been used by a number of authors as a basis for 

judging whether a given greenstone belt resulted from gravitational 

subsidence. Blackburn (1980) describes thrusting in a greenstone belt 

within the Wabigoon subprovince of northwestern Ontario. The Boyer 

Lake volcanics are interpreted to have been thrust southward, outward 

from the centre of the belt, over the Wapageisi volcanics. On the 

basis of the model of Gorman et al., Blackburn appears to reject the 

possibility that the greenstone belt resulted from gravitational 

subsidence. However, the structural relationship he describes is 

compatible with our experimental results (Fig. 14).

Fyson (1981) has recently described patterns of 'divergent fold 

overturning' developed across the widths of individual Archean 

metasedimentary belts of the Slave Province. These patterns are 

similar, in their geometric relationship to adjacent diapiric domes, 

to the pattern of fold vergence and axial plane fanning see in Fig. 

14d. Fyson interprets these strutural fans as representing the 

combined effects of a regional compression and local diapirism on the 

margins of individual belts rather than having been produced solely by 

diapirism as is the case with model B8.
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The pattern of outward verging folds and thrusts that is 

demonstrated in models B3, B4 and B8 (Fig. 14) contrasts with the 

classical pattern of cascading fold vergence that is commonly 

associated with the buoyant rise of diapirs. We speculate that the 

strain field required to generate cascading (off-the-dome) vergence 

may be limited to the immediate vicinity of the dome shoulders. The 

cascading strain pattern is a contact phenomenon that is restricted to 

the border between the rising and subsiding regimes. It may also tend 

to be obliterated by the strain associated with extension of the 

basement-cover contact that is evident in the disruption of the basal 

cover layers in the models of Fig. 14. Furthermore, although the 

diapir models of Dixon (1975) showed a wide zone of strain with 

cascading vergence in both domes and adjacent rim synclines, those 

models differ significantly from the present ones in the tightness of 

the synclines: in the models of Fig. 14 the synclines are tightly 

appressed between adjacent spreading domes.

A striking difference between models with isotropic surface sheets 

and those with anisotropic, laminated surface sheets, is the variation 

in strain intensity across the subsiding troughs. Models with 

Isotropic surface sheets exhibit profiles of strain intensity which 

reach a maximum in the centres of the troughs (e.g. models A3, A17; 

see above and Fig. 5). In contrast, models with laminated cover units 

(especialy B3 and B8, Fig. 14a and d) exhibit the opposite pattern, 

with higher strain qualitatively evident at the margins of the trough 

than in the centre. This pattern likely arises because in these 

models the basement/cover contact zone undergoes continuous, 

progressive contact-parallel stretching during trough subsidence, and
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disruption by boudinage of the basal portion of the laminated cover 

unit leads to strain-softening in this region. In the central 

portions of the troughs, the laminations develop buckle folds which, 

although they involve locally large strain magnitudes in their hinges, 

do not absorb overall a large amount of bulk strain. Brun et al. 

(1981) determined the variation of strain intensity along profiles 

across synclines between the mantled gneiss domes at Kuopio. They 

found that the strain intensity decreases away from the domes and 

towards the axial regions of the synclines.

Windley and Bridgewater (1970) have proposed that low-grade 

greenstone-gneiss terrains intruded by late granitoid plutons, and 

high-grade granitoid gneiss terrains with narrow strips of 

greenschists bordered by migmatites represent, respectively, 

high-level and deep-level exposures of the Archean crust. Their 

conceptual model (summarized in their Fig. 7) is strikingly similar in 

geometric form to the experimental models illustrated in Fig. 14b-d.

Fig. 15 illustrates four stages in the progressive deformation of 

model B7, showing the expression of fold and fault structures on the 

upper, free surface of a relatively dense surface multilayer. The 

Initial internal configuration and density stratification of the model 

are listed in the figure caption. The base of the surface multilayer 

was locally thickened in constructing this model to produce the type 

of trough geometry developed in model A7 (Fig. 10), i.e. a single 

trough along the long axis of the model with maximum subsidence at 

either end of the trough. This attempt was partly successful in that 

maximum subsidence occurred below point X (see Fig. 15 and enlargement 

in Fig. 16) and the pattern of fold and fault structures developed in
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the area surrounding X reflect the type of movement illustrated in 

Figs. 12 and 13 (isotropic surface sheet). Note the gentle cross 

folds developed at point X, Fig. 16. Oblate ("pancake shaped") bulk 

deformation at points Y and Z (Fig. 15), for example, is indicated by 

the presence of upright fold structures with hinge-normal fractures. 

These features demonstrate axis parallel extension associated with the 

convergence of surface material on point X. Note the radial pattern of 

folds around point X, a pattern common to the ends of many greenstone 

belts. Broad fractures and fracture complexes surrounding the main 

trough are the surface expression of stacked low angle normal faults 

and multilayer disruption within zones which become favourable to the 

local rise of buoyant basement material.

CONCLUSIONS

The experiments consistently demonstrate a number of features 

which are similar to structures found in synclines between mantled 

gneiss domes, and which are likely to found in Archean greenstone 

belts if these formed by gravitational subsidence of a 

volcano-sedimentary supracrustal sequence. For example:

1) Strain within the main body of the subsiding belts is dominated by 

strong vertical extension and horizontal contraction. In a 

natural situation such strains would act to produce strong 

vertical foliations and a tendency for mineral lineations to 

plunge steeply within the foliation. Fre-deformation layering 

tends to become rotated into a vertical orientation, sub-parallel 

to foliation.

2) Flattening within the cover units near the margins of a trough
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generally trends parallel with or at a low angle to the 

cover-basement interface at all levels within the trough. This 

experimental observation is consistent with the tendency for 

foliation within natural belts to follow or 'wrap around' the 

contact between subpracrustal rocks and adjacent gneisses.

3) Patterns of strain within the models, at least as expressed in 

surface deformation, reflect the geometry of the cover-basement 

interface at depth (e.g. model A-7). Flow within the spracrustal 

units, for example, converges toward points of maximum subsidence 

to produce strong local vertical extension and prolate strains. 

Deformation above saddles or highs within a trough is 

characterised by oblate or flattening strains reflecting combined 

vertical extension and horizontal extension associated with 

movement of material towards adjacent trough depressions.

4) Horizontal shortening within a subsiding, stratified cover 

sequence produces first generation folds developed on horizontal 

axes, with vertical or steeply inclined axial surfaces. Where the 

stratified sequence forms a relatively low density unit within the 

cover sequence, folds verge consistently away from the axis of the 

trough. Evidence from small thrust displacements indicates that 

the sense of overthrusting is compatible with fold asymmetry and 

vergence, and is directed away from the trough axis. In the 

relatively cold, mechanically anisotropic upper levels of a 

natural greenstone sequence, it is possible that horizontal 

shortening would be expressed by the development of outward 

directed, stacked low angle thrusts. Such thrusts would produce a 

tectonic thickening of the cover sequence (greenstones) and would
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tend later to become rotated into a steeply dipping attitude by

continued contraction and subsidence.

The models successfully reproduce some of the general features of 

Archean greenstone belts, such as the parallelism between the dominant 

foliation and the cover/basement contact, and the steeply dipping 

attitude of primary layering and secondary structures in the central 

portions of the belts. However, these criteria are not sufficient to 

prove that greenstone belts formed by gravity subsidence. The models 

suggest that in order for these patterns to develop by gravity 

subsidence, considerable subsidence is required. The limited 

geophysical data available cast doubt on the existence of deep roots 

beneath some greenstone belts, although it is conceivable that deep 

roots either do or did formerly exist and have been disguised by 

invasion by low-density intrusions or assimilation, or removed by 

continued subsidence (e.g. Dusanowskyj and West, 1976).

In any attempt to test the viability of vertical gravity tectonics 

as a principal driving mechanism for greenstone belt deformation, the 

following point arising from the model studies should be borne in 

mind: considerable horizontal tectonic transport can occur in a 

regime that is dominated by vertical gravity tectonics. This point 

has been made repeatedly by Hans Ramberg over the past 15 years (e.g., 

1967). Thus, recognition of major thrust imbrications in a 

supracrustal sequence does not preclude the operation of gravity 

tectonics, although this argument has been made.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Initial geometry of models containing cylindrical trough 

initiators (e.g. models A3, A17, A18). Layers a and b are 

constructed of silicone putty with no ductility contrast 

but with density contrast of a:b - 1.07:1. Layer c is 

constructed of Plasticene (registered T.M. of Harbutt's, 

Ltd.) and acts as an effectively rigid base to the models.

Figure 2. Four representative stages in the development of surface 

deformation in model A3 (initial geometry shown in Fig. 1). 

This model was subjected to ten sucessive centrifuge cycles 

for a total of 50 minutes at 2000 g. (A) The initial, 

undeformed surface grid, stage I. (B) Stage IV. (C) Stage 

VII. (D) Stage X, by which time surface material had been 

drawn down into the subsiding troughs (note truncation of 

grid lines). Strain data for profile x-y and grid elements 

marked with star, asterisk and dot are given in Figs. 5-7.

Figure 3. Approximate evolution of the profile geometry of the trough 

labelled l in Fig. 2. The sequence A-D corresponds to the 

stages of surface deformation shown in Fig. 2A-D.

Figure 4. Variation in vertical strain (computed assuming constant 

volume deformation and that the free surface is a principal 

plane of the finite strain ellipsoid at every point) across
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the surface of model A3, stage VII (surface grid shown in 

Fig. 3C).

Figure 5. Surface finite strain data along profile x-y, Model A3, 

stage VII (see Fig. 2c). In (b) are shown the orientations 

and relative magnitudes of the horizontal principal axes of 

finite strain computed for 3x3 mm grid elements, (a) shows 

the variation in magnitude of the three principal axes of 

finite strain ellipsoids (strain parallel to trough axis, 

indicated by asterisks, is close to unity). (c) shows 

variation in finite strain intensity measured by the 

natural octahedral unit shear (Coward and James, 1974), 

along profile x-y. Note the regions of low finite strain 

intensity on the shoulders of the subsided trough.

Figure 6. Progressive surface deformation of model A3, along profile 

x-y (see Fig. 2). Grid points marked with star and 

asterisk (also shown in Fig. 2) are initially situated 

outside the trough in the overburden, but they migrate into 

the trough as subsidence proceeds. See text and Fig. 7.

Figure 7. Model A3 - progressive deformation of three l mm surface 

grid elements up to stage VII (the run stage illustrated in 

Fig. 2c. Inset diagrams show schematically the 

corresponding sequence of strain Increments and the 

expected pattern of fabric overprinting (see text for 

details). Corresponding symbols have been used in Figs.
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2, 6 and 7 to indicate the location of the grid elements on 

the model surface.

Figure 8. Variations in the magnitude and orientation of principal 

finite strain axes in a profile section through model A18. 

The model was constructed (as shown in Fig. 1) so as to 

produce cylindrical structures, and the deformation 

approximates plane strain everywhere in the profile. The 

value of (1+e ) is approximately 2.0 in the low-density 

basement immediately beneath the left-hand trough, 5.0 in 

the high-strain region within the left-hand trough, and 1.0 

in the low-density layer in regions distant from the 

troughs.

Figure 9. Variation in magnitude and orientation of principal finite 

strains in profile section of a mature subsided trough 

(Model A17, initial geometry as in Fig. 1). (a) Strain 

variation throughout the trough. (b) Strain variation 

across three levels of the trough indicated in (a).

Figure 10. Final states of deformation of the surface grid in model A7 

(constructed without trough initiators). Grid scale - l 

mm. Profiles marked 2-16 are shown in Fig. 11.

Figure 11. Serial vertical sections, normal to trough axis of model 

A7, at positions marked in Fig. 10. Two sites of deepest 

subsidence are shown in profiles 5 and 12, and the
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intervening saddle in profile 9.

Figure 12* Variation of strain orientation and intensity across the 

surface of model A7, as determined from the deformed grid 

shown in Fig. 10. a) Variation in vertical finite strain, 

normal to the model surface. b) Variation in orientation 

and relative magnitude of the horizontal principal strian 

axes. The model surface is divided into regions of oblate 

3-d strain with horizontal (O) and vertical (O ) principal

(P ) and vertical (P ) principal extension direction, c) 

Schematic diagram showing the variation of the k-value and 

orientation of the total strain across the surface of the 

model.

Figure 13. Progressive deformation of the surface of model A7, 

beginning with subsidence of a cylindrical trough (a) 

within which the surface deformation approximates plane 

strain conditions, and ending with development of sites of 

preferential subsidence (b) within which the incremental 

strain is prolate, separated by a saddle region with oblate 

incremental strain.

Figure 14. Profile sections showing structures developed in models 

incorporating a mechanically active fine lamination within 

the dense cover sequence. Differences between structures 

developed in the models reflect differences in the initial
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layer configuration and density stratification built into 

the models. Initial layer thicknesses are shown in column 

form next to each model. Details of initial layer 

thicknesses (t) and specific gravities (sg) are as follows:

A) Model B3, t - 10 mm, sg -1.51; t. - 2 mm, sg, - a a D D

1.41; p - plasticene, acting as a rigid base to the model.

B, C) Model B4, t -5 mm, sg - 1.40; t. - 5, m sg, -a a D D

1.54; t - 40 mm, sg - 1.39 mm; section B at end of

trough, section C in centre of trough. D) Model B8, t -5a

mm, sg - 1.36; t, - 5 mm, sg - 1.54; t ~ 40 mm, sg -
ci D D C G

1.41. Grid scale in mm. Laminated units consist of 

competent Plasticene layers and incompetent silicone putty 

interlayers.

Figure 15. Four representative stages showing the progressive

evolution of structures in model B7 as expressed on the
*

free upper surface of the model (obliquely lit from the 

'south'). The model was constructed with a relatively high 

density surface multilayer (total thickness - 5 mm, total 

number of laminae - 32, individual layer thickness - 0.16 

mm, mean s. g. - 1.47) and a thicker buoyant base layer (t 

- 40 mm, s.g. - 1.40). See text for discussion.

Figure 16. Closeup of the left-hand end of the subsiding trough of 

model B7 (stage 5, shown also in Fig. 15). See text for 

discussion.
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Figure 2. Four representative stages in the development of surface 
deformation in model A5 (initial geometry shown in Fig. 1). 
See Figure Captions, Page 33.
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Figure 3. Approximate evolution of the profile geometry of the trough 
labelled l in Fig. 2. The sequence A-D corresponds to the stages of 
surface deformation shown in Fig. 2A-D.
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A5 VII
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Initial dimensions 
of grid elements

Figure 6. Progressive surface deformation of model A5, along profile x-y 
(see Fig. 2). Grid points marked with star and asterisk (also shown in 
Fig. 2) are initially situated outside the trough in the overburden, but 
they migrate into the trough as subsidence proceeds. See text and Fig. 7,
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a. zone of strong 
7 vertical extension

Model A17

-HZ1

b.
l

extreme vertical 
extension

Figure 9. Variation in magnitude and orientation of principal finite strains 
in profile section of a mature subsided trough (Model A17 , initial geometry 
as in Fig. 1). (a) Strain variation throughout the trough, (b) Strain variation 
across three levels of the trough indicated in (a).
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Figure 10. Final states of deformation of the surface grid in model A7 
(constructed without trough initiators). Grid scale s l mm. Profiles 
marked 2-16 are shown in Fig. 11.
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Figure 11. Serial vertical sections, normal to trough axis of model A7, 
at positions marked in Fig. 10. Two sites of deepest subsidence are shown 
in profiles 5 and 12/ and the intervening saddle in profile 9.
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Figure 13. Progressive deformation of the surface of model A7, beginning 
with subsidence of a cylindrical trough (a) within which the surface deformation 
approximates plane strain conditions, and ending with development of sites of 
preferential subsidence (b) within which the incremental strain is prolate, 
separated by a saddle region with oblate incremental strain.
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Figure 14. Profile sections showing structures developed in models 
incorporating a mechanically active fine lamination within the dense 
cover sequence. See Figure Captions, Page 36.
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Figure 16. Closeup of the left-hand end of the subsiding trough of model 
B7 (stage 5, shown also in Fig. 15). See text for discussion.
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